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High Dynamic-Range Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
(MRS) Time-Domain Signal Analysis
William C. Hutton,1 G. Larry Bretthorst,1* Joel R. Garbow,1 and Joseph J.H. Ackerman1–3
In the absence of water signal suppression, the proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H MRS) in vivo water resonance signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is orders of magnitude larger
than the SNR of all the other resonances. In this case, because
the high-SNR water resonance dominates the data, it is difﬁcult
to obtain reliable parameter estimates for the low SNR resonances. Herein, a new model is described that offers a solution
to this problem. In this model, the time-domain signal for the
low SNR resonances is represented as the conventional sum of
exponentially decaying complex sinusoids. However, the timedomain signal for the high SNR water resonance is assumed to
be a complex sinusoid whose amplitude is slowly varying from
pure exponential decay and whose phase is slowly varying from
a constant frequency. Thus, the water resonance has only an
instantaneous amplitude and frequency. The water signal is
neither ﬁltered nor subtracted from the data. Instead, Bayesian
probability theory is used to simultaneously estimate the frequencies, decay-rate constants, and amplitudes for all the low
SNR resonances, along with the water resonance’s time-dependent amplitude and phase. While computationally intensive,
this approach models all of the resonances, including the water
and the metabolites of interest, to within the noise level. Magn
Reson Med 62:1026 –1035, 2009. © 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the water signal in proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H MRS) data from
intact biological systems can be orders of magnitude
greater than the SNR of the metabolite resonances of interest. The water resonance lineshape in these systems can be
broad and asymmetric due to tissue magnetic susceptibility gradients and insufﬁcient magnet shim capabilities.
Instrumental instabilities present during data acquisition
can cause the water signal’s phase and amplitude to vary
with time. The result is a water signal with a complicated,
nonexponential, non-single-frequency time-domain evolution. The water resonance’s high SNR and nonideal behavior, combined with the modest resonance frequency dis-
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persion found at static ﬁeld strengths common to 1H MRS
in vivo, make it challenging to obtain accurate parameter
estimates for the frequencies, amplitudes, and decay-rate
constants of the low SNR metabolite resonances.
Of particular note, in the frequency domain, the wings of
the high SNR water lineshape extend across and beyond
(thus, alias within) the spectral bandwidth, and underlie
the low SNR resonances. Increasing the bandwidth minimizes aliasing effects but increases the noise. Analysis in
the time domain avoids this problem because these effects
are implicit in the model, but it requires a model for the
water signal capable of modeling the water down to the
noise level. However, it is impossible to model a high-SNR
water signal down to the noise level by exploiting analytical expressions for the water lineshape such as a pure
exponential, Gaussian, or a combination thereof, because
these models ignore phase variations, and are inherently
symmetrical in the frequency domain.
The development of preacquisition and postacquisition
methods for dealing with the extreme dynamic range of 1H
MRS in vivo is an active area of research. Broadly considered, researchers take two approaches: 1) preacquisition selective suppression of the water resonance; and 2) postacquisition modeling or ﬁltering of the water resonance. Preacquisition water signal suppression offers the beneﬁt that receiver
gain can be increased to take advantage of the spectrometer’s
full dynamic range capabilities while reducing frequencydomain lineshape overlap with the low-SNR metabolite resonances. Postacquisition modeling offers the beneﬁt that the
water resonance can serve as an internal amplitude, frequency, and phase reference to aid in the analysis of the
metabolite resonances. Collecting data without water suppression also avoids possible confounding effects of magnetization transfer between water and metabolite resonances
via chemical exchange and cross-relaxation (1,2). Importantly, both approaches seek to avoid perturbation of the
signal components deﬁning the metabolite resonances.
1H MRS techniques to either suppress the water magnetization (3–5) or enable data collection without water suppression (6 –9) are well known and have been elegantly
extended and exploited by many researchers (see below).
This work describes a new strategy for postacquisition
modeling of a single, high-SNR water resonance simultaneous with modeling the metabolite resonances. While
motivated by in vivo experiments ongoing in our laboratory, the method is applicable to any MR free-induction
decay (FID) in which one resonance has an SNR that is
orders of magnitude greater than the other resonances.
A variety of postacquisition schemes are available for
quantiﬁcation of low-SNR metabolite 1H resonances in
vivo. While the water resonance can be modeled in the
frequency domain (10,11), there are advantages to timedomain modeling or ﬁltering (12). Most time-domain
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methods either explicitly model the water resonance and
subtract it from the experimental FID (12,13) or mathematically ﬁlter the FID (14 –17) to selectively remove the water
resonance. These methods seek to minimize the effect of
the water resonance on estimates of metabolite signal parameters. Wavelet transformation techniques (18,19) and
the Gabor transform (20) are time-scale and time-frequency
analysis tools, respectively, that also seek to remove the
time-domain water signal from the data.
Input assumptions for these various postacquisition
methods vary. In some instances, one must know the metabolite resonance frequencies or select an appropriate
ﬁlter bandwidth. Almost all approaches assume the waterresonance decay proﬁle is well-described as a sum of monoexponentially decaying sinusoids (12). Cabanes et al.
(21) have explored this approach using a ﬁnite basis set of
exponentials. A more complex analytical model, Voigt
decay, treats the water signal decay as a convolution of a
Lorentzian (exponential in t) and a Gaussian (exponential
in t2) model. The Voigt-decay model (22) assumes the
signal’s evolution produces a frequency-domain lineshape
that is symmetrical about the resonance frequency, a situation often violated in practice.
Methods that ﬁlter the time-domain data reduce its information content. Filtered data are a weighted average of
the ﬁlter-response function convolved with the spectrum
of the original data. As desired, such averaging predominantly affects the water signal. However, all the other
signals in the data are also affected by the ﬁlter. Filtering
always affects the metabolite resonances in an undesirable
way and all successful ﬁlter-based methods incorporate
procedures that attempt to minimize these distortions.
This work describes a time-domain method that simultaneously computes parameter estimates for a high-SNR
resonance (water) and low-SNR resonances of interest (metabolites). In brief, a new model is proposed for the timedomain water resonance. The water signal is modeled as a
complex sinusoid whose amplitude and phase are slowly
varying functions of time (i.e., as a time-domain signal that
deviates slowly from the ideal of an exponentially decaying, constant frequency resonance). The time-dependent
component of the water signal’s phase and amplitude is
assumed to be a nonharmonic, nonperiodic modulation.
The water-resonance model is combined with a conventional model for the low-SNR metabolite resonances of
interest. The water signal is neither ﬁltered nor subtracted
from the data. Instead parameter estimates for all the modeled resonances are computed concurrently within a
Bayesian framework.
THEORY
The problem to be addressed is a parameter estimation
problem in which there is a single high-SNR water resonance and a known number of low-SNR metabolite resonances. We note that this approach could be made even
more general with the additional estimation of the number
of metabolite resonances in the data. Additionally, extension to more than one high-SNR resonance would also be
straightforward.
As in all Bayesian analysis problems, one begins by
relating the data to the hypotheses of interest. In this
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problem, the hypotheses of interest involve the true, but
unknown, values of the frequencies, decay-rate constants,
and amplitudes of the metabolite resonances, as well as
the parameters describing the water resonance. The relationship between the data and the parameters of interest is
established through a model consisting of three parts: a
model for the metabolite resonances; a model for the water
resonance; and models for constant offsets that may be
present in the data.
First, the metabolite resonances are modeled as a sum of
complex, exponentially decaying sinusoids:

冘
m

S M共t i兲 ⬅

A Mk⌫ k共t i兲,

[1]

k⫽1

where m is the number of known metabolites (23). The
time-domain amplitude of the kth metabolite is denoted as
AMk. Note that this amplitude is proportional to the integral over the metabolite lineshape in the frequency domain. The ⌫k(ti) are complex exponentially decaying sinusoids and are given by
⌫ k共t i兲 ⬅ exp兵 ⫺ 2fMk i关ti ⫹ t0 兴 ⫺ ␣Mk ti ⫹ i其.

[2]

The frequency of the kth metabolite resonance is designated as fMk, and its decay-rate constant is ␣Mk. The phase
offset of the sinusoid is  (the zero-order phase) and t0 is a
time delay that manifests itself in the frequency domain as
a frequency-dependent (ﬁrst-order) phase. The minus sign
is a convention used to deﬁne what is meant by a positive
frequency in the data acquisition scheme.
In our experience, the model described by Eqs. [1] and
[2] is adequate for the relatively low-SNR metabolite resonances in vivo. However, this model does not accurately
describe the high-SNR water-resonance signal. As the SNR
increases, time dependencies in the signal phase and amplitude become relevant and the signal model described by
Eqs. [1] and [2] can no longer model a resonance into the
noise (24). To accommodate this signal behavior, an alternative model is proposed wherein the water resonance’s
phase and amplitude vary in a nonlinear, time-dependent
fashion. The challenge is to model only those amplitude
and phase modulations supported by the data, without
overﬁtting the water. The metabolite and the water resonances experience the same nonperiodic, nonharmonic
modulations, but the metabolite signals’ relatively low
SNR means that Eqs. [1] and [2] can model the metabolite
signals to within the noise level.
The second model component, the model for the high
SNR water signal, SW(ti), is
S W共t i兲 ⬅ A共t i兲⌫ W共t i兲exp兵i共ti 兲其,

[3]

where A(ti) and (ti) describe the water signal’s time-dependent amplitude and phase. The water-signal’s complex
exponentially decaying sinusoid component, ⌫W(ti), is
given by
⌫ W共t i兲 ⬅ exp兵 ⫺ 2ifW ti ⫺ ␣W ti 其,

[4]
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where fW and ␣W would be the water resonance’s frequency
and decay rate constant in the absence of a time-domain
amplitude and phase modulation. A time delay, t0, is not
needed in Eq. [4] because it is accounted for in (ti). The
instantaneous water frequency, f̂W 共t兲, is given by
f̂ W ⫽

冋

册

d
共t兲
f t⫺
.
dt W
2

[5]

Using exp兵i共ti 兲其 ⬅ cos关共ti 兲兴 ⫹ isin关共ti 兲兴, Eq. [3] is rewritten in a more convenient form:
S W共t i兲 ⫽ A共t i兲共cos关共ti 兲兴 ⫹ isin关共ti 兲兴兲⌫W 共ti 兲.

[6]

Both A共ti 兲cos关共ti 兲兴 and A共ti 兲sin关共ti 兲兴 are arbitrary functions of time, and replacing them with the functions
Ac 共ti 兲 and As 共ti 兲 gives
S W共t i兲 ⫽ 关A c共t i兲 ⫹ iAs 共ti 兲兴⌫W 共ti 兲,

[7]

as the water-signal model. The two functions Ac(ti) and
As(ti) express empirically how the actual water signal deviates from a pure complex exponentially decaying sinusoid. To physically model the amplitude and phase modulation of the water, these functions must have some simple characteristics. For example, Ac(ti) and As(ti) should
vary continuously and they should not be highly oscillatory. Simple functions having these properties are loworder polynomials, and Ac(ti) and As(ti) can be expressed as
simple polynomial expansions of the form:

冘

A cjL j共t i兲,

[8]

冘

A sjL j共t i兲,

[9]

nc

A c共t i兲 ⫽

j⫽1

and
ns

A s共t i兲 ⫽

j⫽1

where nc and ns are the number of the polynomials used in
the expansion, Lj are polynomials, and Acj and Asj are the
polynomial expansion coefﬁcients.
Time-domain NMR data can contain constant offsets
and, in many cases, the ﬁrst point of the complex data can
be contaminated by instrumental artifacts. Additionally,
spectrometer manufacturers often modify the ﬁrst data
point by setting its value to one-half its original complex
data value. Regardless of the cause, the ﬁrst data point in
the NMR FID often needs to be modeled separately. Consequently, we introduce a third model component, and we
refer to these models as constant models, although this is
not strictly the case. This third model component is given
by an offset in the real channel, an offset in the imaginary
channel, a real ﬁrst-point offset, and an imaginary ﬁrstpoint offset. These four models are designated as SC(ti). We
have indicated that these models are time-dependent because the ﬁrst data point models are time-dependent.
The full time-domain model is a sum of the three different model components, SM, SW, and SC, and is given by

d i ⫽ S M ⫹ S W ⫹ S C ⫹ n i,

[10]

where a complex datum is represented as di and ni represents a complex noise value.
In Bayesian probability theory, all of the information
about a parameter given the data and the prior information
is summarized in a posterior probability density function.
For instance, a plot of the posterior probability density
function for a metabolite resonance’s frequency represents
the degree of belief that a particular value of the parameter
is the true, but unknown, value of the parameter. The
frequency estimate can be found from the distribution’s
mean or its peak value, while the uncertainty in the frequency estimate is related to the distribution’s width. Derivations of the posterior probabilities for the parameters of
interest are detailed in the Appendix.
The Bayesian calculations are implemented using a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) algorithm with simulated annealing to draw samples from the joint posterior
probability for all the nonlinear parameters, i.e., everything except the amplitudes and the constants. Monte
Carlo integration is then used to generate samples from the
posterior probability for the individual parameters. The
reported parameter estimates and uncertainties are the
means and SDs of these samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the application of the techniques
described in this work to data generated in silico (i.e.,
computer simulated) and to data obtained experimentally
in vivo. The simulated data consists of a high-SNR “water”
signal, plus three low-SNR signals from “metabolites.” The
metabolite signals are simulated as complex exponentially
decaying sinusoids, while the water signal is simulated as
having both a time-dependent change in frequency (a
chirp) and a Gaussian decay proﬁle. Thus, the simulated
data allow one to determine how well the metabolite parameters can be determined even though the model used to
generate the simulated water signal does not have the same
analytical form as that used in the analysis calculations.
The in vivo data were obtained on a Varian NMR Systems
(Palo Alto, CA, USA) INOVA small-animal MR scanner
operating at 4.7T using localization by adiabatic selective
refocusing (LASER) pulse sequences (21).
The estimates for the water and metabolite resonance
parameters are made directly from the time-domain data.
However, it is convenient to display these results in the
frequency domain. To make these frequency-domain displays, the parameters from the McMC simulation having
maximum posterior probability were used to generate a
time-domain model of the data. This time-domain model,
the original data, and the residuals (i.e., the difference
between the data and model) were then Fourier-transformed, phased, and displayed. In the section below, we
discuss these Fourier transforms.
Parameter Estimates from Simulated Data
This subsection describes parameter estimation results
from two computer-simulated FIDs using the methods described in the Theory and Appendix sections. Table 1 lists
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Table 1
Bayesian Parameter Estimates From a Computer-Generated FID
Parameter input values
Water
Metabolite 1
Metabolite 2
Metabolite 3
Parameter estimatesa and
uncertaintiesb
 ⫽ 80
Water
Metabolite
Metabolite
Metabolite
 ⫽ 1000
Water
Metabolite
Metabolite
Metabolite

Frequency (Hz)

Decay rate constant (s–1)

Amplitude (arbitrary units)

26.6
⫺510
⫺305.9
⫺267.8

n.a.
37.7
28.3
37.7

10,000
11.3
8.3
11.5

Frequency (Hz)c

Decay rate constant (s⫺1)

Amplitude (arbitrary units)

SNR
Estimate

Uncertainty

Estimate

Uncertainty

Estimate

Uncertainty

1
2
3

11,625
13
10
13

26.5
⫺510.1
⫺305.9
⫺267.8

0.2
0.5
0.4
0.5

n.a.
37
30
37

n.a.
4
4
4

10,000
11.2
8.6
11.3

0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6

1
2
3

930
1
0.8
1

26.1
⫺510
⫺306
⫺268

0.1
1.3
1.6
1.5

n.a.
38
42
38

n.a.
16
11
13

10,000
12
13
11

1.9
1.8
1.7
1.8

aParameter

estimates are computed from the mean values of the Markov chain Monte Carlo distributions.
uncertainty is 1 SD, as computed from the Markov chain Monte Carlo distributions’ second moments.
cThe water frequency estimate is f̂ (t) at t ⫽ 0, see Eq. [5].
W
n.a. ⫽ not applicable.
bThe

the frequency, decay-rate constant, and amplitude input
values for the water and three metabolite signals used to
generate the FIDs. In the ﬁrst case, noise was added,  ⫽
80, to give a simulated water SNR of 11,600. In the second
case, the noise level was increased,  ⫽ 1000, to give a
water SNR of 930. The SNRs for the lowest amplitudesimulated metabolite signal, metabolite 2, are 9.6 and 0.8
in the  ⫽ 80 and  ⫽ 1000 cases, respectively. The
metabolite signals’ decay proﬁles are purely monoexponential. The water signal’s decay proﬁle is Gaussian. The
total phase of the water signal has two components. One
component varies linearly with time and the other varies
quadratically. The quadratically varying phase changes by
 over the duration of the signal. The amplitude of the ﬁrst
data value in each of the two quadrature channels was
changed (halved) and constant offsets are present in both
channels.
Table 1 summarizes the parameter estimates and uncertainties for the frequencies, decay-rate constants, and amplitudes of the water and metabolite signals in the  ⫽ 80
and  ⫽ 1000 FIDs. A water signal decay-rate constant
estimate is not reported, as the water decay proﬁle is
Gaussian, not exponential. The water SNR is so high that
the parameter estimates for its signal in both FIDs are
nearly identical. The actual error in the metabolite parameter estimates for the  ⫽ 80 FID are well within 1 SD.
Metabolite amplitude estimate quality is crucial for
many MRS applications in vivo. Although not meant to be
an exhaustive study, these results suggest that useful amplitude estimates can be obtained with metabolite resonance SNR of ⬃10:1. The estimated uncertainties for the
 ⫽ 1000 case are much higher. But even with an SNR of
1:1, the parameter estimates for metabolites 1 and 3 are
within 1 SD of the input values. For metabolite 2, whose
SNR is less than 1:1, the decay-rate constant and amplitude estimates are within 2 SD, while the frequency estimate is very close to the input value.

A visual summary of results from the computer-simulated FID analyses is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1a and b
depict the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the  ⫽ 1000
FID. The base of the water signal completely overlaps two
of the metabolite signals. Figure 1c and e show DFTs of
FIDs computed from the Bayesian parameter estimates:
Fig. 1c is the total signal and Fig. 1e is just the metabolite
signals. Figure 1d is the absorption-mode residual signal
obtained by subtracting Fig. 1c from Fig. 1b. The residual
spectrum shows how the model described in Eq. [10] can
quantitatively characterize a large-amplitude signal with
nonexponential decay, estimating parameters for the lowSNR metabolite signals in Eq. [1] while accounting for the
nonexponential decay of the large-amplitude water signal.
Parameter Estimates from Mouse-Brain White Matter
In Vivo
Monitoring N-acetylaspartate (NAA), choline-containing
compounds (CHO), and total creatine (CRN) levels in vivo
has relevance to the study of neurological disease states
involving neuronal loss, axonal dysfunction, and malignancy. The lower and middle traces in Fig. 2a show a
mouse-brain white-matter spectrum from the corpus callosum acquired in vivo without water suppression using
TE ⫽ 100 ms and TR ⫽ 1 s. The voxel size was 1 ⫻ 2 ⫻
4 mm3. The high-SNR water resonance dominates the
spectrum. The vertical scale for the middle trace in Fig. 2a
is increased 200⫻ to display the metabolite peaks, which
are clearly overlapped with the water resonance. For data
analysis, the signal model employed is water plus three
metabolite resonances: NAA, CHO, and CRN. The upper
trace in Fig. 2a depicts the sum of the individual model
resonances for water, NAA, CHO, and CRN metabolite
methyl signals. Figure 2b displays the 1-ppm to 6-ppm
region of Fig. 2a. The bottom and middle traces in Fig. 2b
are the models for the three metabolite resonances and the
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FIG. 1. The results from the Bayesian analysis of a computersimulated FID. The simulated FID mimics a localized MRS voxel of
brain white matter from the corpus callosum in vivo without water
suppression. There are three metabolite resonances. The SNRs of
the water and metabolites are 930:1 and 1:1 (or less), respectively.
Table 1 lists the signal parameter values used to compute the
simulated data. The water-signal decay proﬁle in the simulated FID
is Gaussian (see Parameter Estimates from Simulated Data). All the
time-domain signals were multiplied by an exponential apodization
function, resulting in a 5-Hz line broadening, prior to the DFT. a: The
DFT of the computer-simulated FID displayed with the water resonance on scale. b: An 100-fold vertical-scale expansion of the
spectrum in (a). c: The DFT of an FID constructed using the Bayesian parameter estimates displayed with the same vertical scale as in
(b). d: The residual absorption-mode spectrum obtained when the
model spectrum in (b) is subtracted from the computer-simulated
spectrum in (c). e: An overlay of the DFTs from the three metabolite
FIDs in (d), displayed with the same vertical scale used in (b).

water resonance, respectively. Note the asymmetric nature
of the water-model frequency-domain lineshape. Figure 2c
is the residual power spectrum. The residual’s absorptionmode display typically contains out-of-phase signals, so
the residual power spectrum is a useful means to determine reasonable metabolite resonance candidates in subsequent analyses. The lack of water signal in the residual
demonstrates how well Eq. [10] models the metabolite
signals, constants, and an asymmetrical water resonance.
Table 2 summarizes the Bayesian parameter estimates of
interest. The computed (25,26) NAA, CHO, and CRN 1H
concentration estimates based on a water proton equivalent 1H concentration of 80 M (7) are also listed in Table 2.
While these data were not collected under rigorous quantitative conditions, the metabolite amplitude estimates are
consistent with literature reports (27–29).
Parameter Estimates From Mouse-Kidney Tissue In Vivo
The concentration of trimethylamines (TMAs), which are
osmolytes within kidney tissue extracts, is a marker for
polycystic kidney disease in Han:SPRD rats (30). The TMA
methyl resonance found at ⬃3.3 ppm in vivo primarily

Hutton et al.

represents the osmolytes betaine and glycerophosphorylcholine. Osmolyte levels ﬂuctuate with the degree of kidney-tissue hydration (31,32). Collecting kidney MRS spectra in vivo without water suppression is useful, as the
amplitude of the water signal can serve to normalize the
TMA concentration. Unfortunately the TMA resonance is
found within 1.5 ppm of the water resonance frequency,
and the water signal can interfere with TMA amplitude
estimates.
Figure 3a and b show a respiratory-gated spectrum of
mouse-kidney obtained in vivo without water suppression
using TE ⫽ 30 ms and TR ⫽ 1.5 s. The voxel size was 3.5 ⫻
3.5 ⫻ 3.0 mm3. In this spectrum the wide base of the
water-resonance lineshape completely overlaps the TMA
resonance, even though their resonance frequencies are
separated by 300 Hz at 4.7T. Figure 3c depicts the model
for the water, TMA, and lipid (CH2)n resonances. The
water and TMA amplitude estimates are 1780 ⫾ 10 and
8.5 ⫾ 2.1, respectively, giving a water:TMA amplitude
ratio of ⬃210.
The experimental (Fig. 3b) and residual (Fig. 3d) spectra
have an in-phase feature at ⬃6.8 ppm and the residual

FIG. 2. The DFTs of the experimental and model FIDs from a
1-mm ⫻ 2-mm ⫻ 4-mm voxel of mouse-brain white matter from the
corpus callosum in vivo. The 512-scan FID was acquired without
water suppression. The traces in (a) and (b) are displayed with a
small vertical offset for clarity. a: The bottom trace is the DFT of the
experimental spectrum, with 5-Hz apodization line broadening, displayed with the water resonance on scale. The middle trace is a
200-fold vertical expansion of the bottom trace. The top trace is the
DFT of the sum of the water and metabolite signals simulated from
the three-metabolite resonance model. The highest probability water model contains 20 cosine and 17 sine terms in the polynomial
expansions (see Eqs. [7] and [8]). b: The 1- to 6-ppm region of the
spectrum in (a). The bottom trace is an overlay of the model spectra
for the three metabolites. The middle trace is the water-resonance
model spectrum. The top trace is the DFT of the experimental in vivo
spectrum. c: The residual power spectrum from the three-resonance model. The water-resonance gradient acoustical vibration
induced sidebands are marked with X.
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Table 2
Bayesian Concentration and Parameter Estimates for Mouse-Brain White-Matter In Vivo

Model resonance
Water
NAA CH3
CRN CH3
CHO CH3

Concentration estimates
(mM)

Amplitude (arbitrary units)

Estimate

Uncertainty

Estimatec

Uncertaintyd

Estimate

Uncertainty

Estimate

Uncertainty

–b

–
3
3
1

10,000
12
9
12

1
1
1
1

4.7928
2.100
3.120
3.314

0.0003
0.006
0.005
0.005

13.6
37
29
37

0.2
6
5
6

30
22
10

␦ (ppm)a

Decay rate constant
(s-1)

are referenced using NAA ⫽ 2.10 ppm. The water ppm estimate is calculated using f̂W(t) at t ⫽ 0, see Eq. [5].
water concentration is assumed to be 40 M.
cParameter estimates are computed from the mean values of the Markov chain Monte Carlo distributions.
dThe uncertainty is 1 SD as computed from the Markov chain Monte Carlo distributions’ second moments.
aEstimates
bThe

spectrum contains an antiphase feature at ⬃2.7 ppm.
These features are water-resonance sidebands caused by
harmonic vibration in the gradient coils (33). The gradientcoil motion induces a frequency modulation of B0 (34).
Neither Eq. [6] nor Eqs. [1] and [2] model vibration-induced harmonic signal modulation. While not pursued
here, a model for gradient modulation (33) could be added
to Eq. [10] to identify and quantify the gradient sideband
signals.

between 3 and 6 ppm, focusing on the unsuppressed water
resonance. Data were obtained in vivo from a 2.5-mm ⫻
2.5-mm ⫻ 3-mm voxel of mouse muscle tissue located
close to the spine. The TE was 30 ms and TR was 1.5 s. The
susceptibility-induced ﬁeld inhomogeneity is so severe

Parameter Estimates From Mouse-Muscle Tissue In Vivo
While MRS is a convenient method for monitoring muscletissue triglyceride content in vivo, obtaining muscle-tissue
spectra near bone is problematic. The difference between
the magnetic susceptibilities of bone and muscle tissue
produces ﬁeld gradients that degrade the local ﬁeld homogeneity. Figure 4a (solid line) shows the spectral region

FIG. 3. The DFTs of the experimental data, model, and residual FIDs
from a 3.5-mm ⫻ 3.5-mm ⫻ 3-mm mouse-kidney voxel. The fourscan FID was collected in vivo with respiratory gating; (a–c) are
displayed with a small vertical offset for clarity. a: The experimental
spectrum with apodization (24.4-Hz line broadening) displayed with
the water resonance on scale. b: A 100-fold vertical scale expansion
of (a). c: The spectrum of the model FID for the water, TMAs
(⬃3.1 ppm), and lipid (CH2)n (⬃1.2 ppm) resonances. The highest
probability water model contains six cosine and nine sine terms in
the polynomial expansions (see Eqs. [7] and [8]). d: The phasesensitive residual spectrum from the two-resonance model. The
water-resonance gradient acoustical vibration-induced sidebands
are marked with X.

FIG. 4. The water spectral region of the experimental data, signal
model, and residual from a 2.5-mm ⫻ 2.5-mm ⫻ 3-mm mousemuscle tissue voxel in vivo. The voxel is adjacent to the spinal cord.
The 16-scan FID was collected without water suppression and with
respiratory gating. a: The solid line shows the empirical DFT with
apodization (8-Hz line broadening). The dashed line is the model
spectrum. These spectra are offset for clarity. The top trace is the
phase-sensitive residual spectrum with a 10-fold vertical scale expansion. The highest probability water model contains 19 cosine
and 20 sine terms in the polynomial expansions (see Eqs. [7] and
[8]). b: A 10-ppm display for the mouse-muscle tissue voxel data,
model, and residual spectra shown in (a). The solid line is the
experimental data following apodization producing a 20-Hz broadening. The dashed line is the sum of the water and metabolite
models. The vertical scale expansion is 10 times greater than the
bottom and middle traces displayed in (a). The middle trace is an
overlay of the triglyceride acyl-chain model resonances at
1.30 ppm, the (CH2)n, and at 2.13 ppm, the CH2 groups ␣ to the
carbonyl and the CH2 groups ␣ to the acyl-chain double bond. The
top trace is the phase-sensitive residual spectrum.
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that the frequency-domain water resonance appears characteristic of three overlapping resonances, two high-SNR,
high-frequency peaks and at least one weaker, low-frequency peak. The dashed line in Fig. 4a, slightly offset for
clarity, is the result of modeling the water resonance using
Eq. [7]. The residual is shown in the top trace of Fig. 4a.
In the frequency domain, the presence of broad resonances from lipids and macromolecules can confound parameter estimates for nearby secondary metabolite resonances. The method described here can directly incorporate rapidly decaying signals from lipid or macromolecular
resonances. When the residual—the difference between
the model and the data— displays features consistent with
rapidly decaying resonances, these resonances are simply
added to the model using appropriate frequency and decay-rate constant priors. If lipid or macromolecular signals
are not visible in the residual, they have no effect on the
parameter estimates.
Figure 4b depicts the full spectrum of the muscle tissue
with an expanded vertical scale. The dashed line is the
model spectrum for the water and the two highest amplitude lipid resonances. The water-resonance lineshape in
the model spectrum has a broad high-frequency component. This type of broad asymmetrical lineshape distortion
can be confused with an improperly-phased absorptionmode spectrum. The approach described here completely
avoids reliance on frequency-domain phase adjustments
or ad hoc baseline manipulations to obtain resonance amplitude and frequency estimates for the metabolite resonances. It is possible to obtain lipid and water resonance
parameter estimates (and their uncertainties) for muscletissue voxels adjacent to bone even when a high degree of
water-resonance lineshape distortion is present.
It is instructive to examine the mouse-muscle FID water
resonance and its model signal. The water spectral region
in the DFT of the mouse-muscle FID contains two highSNR signal maxima. Nonetheless, a single, complex, decaying sinusoid with a nonlinear time-dependent phase
and amplitude models the water resonance to within the
noise. Figure 5a depicts the real component of the experimentally-acquired quadrature FID during the initial 28 ms
of data acquisition. The line that intersects zero on the
ordinate in Fig. 5a is the residual from the experimental
data and the water and lipid models. Figure 5b– d graphically illustrate how the water model, Eq. [7], differs from a
pure exponentially-decaying sinusoid. The fractional
change in the real component of the signal model’s complex time varying amplitude Ac(ti) is shown in Fig. 5b.
Recall from Eqs. [4] and [7] that the effects of the complex
time-varying amplitude are independent of the changes in
signal intensity described by the transverse decay constant, ␣W. Thus, a time-independent amplitude would produce a horizontal line with the ordinate equal to zero (i.e.,
zero fractional change). Instead, the amplitude changes
signiﬁcantly during the ﬁrst 10 ms. Figure 5c shows that
the total accumulated phase of the water model also has a
signiﬁcant, nonlinear, time-dependent component. Figure
5d tracks the instantaneous frequency (more precisely the
change in frequency), the derivative of the total phase of
the water signal (see Eq. [5]). Figure 5d is, thus, a graphical
representation of how the water signal’s frequency deviates from the ideal case of a single constant frequency.
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FIG. 5. The initial 28 ms of the mouse-muscle tissue FID and its
model signal depicted in graphical form. a: The experimental realchannel data and the time-domain residual signal from the water
and lipid resonance models shown in Fig. 4. The residual signal
intersects the ordinate at zero and runs parallel to the abscissa. b:
The time dependence of the water-resonance model-signal amplitude. If the T2* decay was purely monoexponential, the amplitude
fractional change would be zero. Clearly, the ﬁrst 10 ms of decay is
not monoexponential. c: The nonlinear component of the watermodel signal phase. The increase in phase time dependence is
consistent with nonharmonic phase modulation. d: The instantaneous frequency of the water-model signal, which was arbitrarily set
to 0 Hz at t ⫽ zero. This plot is the ﬁrst derivative of (c). If the
water-model signal was a pure sinusoid, its instantaneous frequency would be a ﬂat line that does not deviate from zero.

Assuming that water-suppression procedures are not
employed, the water resonance can serve as an internal
amplitude reference. Given the water signal model, the
amplitude estimated at t ⫽ 0 is an appropriate reference
parameter. With respect to a reference frequency, one
could chose either the frequency estimate at t ⫽ 0 or the
estimated amplitude-weighted frequency integrated over
time. One might imagine that the water signal model proﬁle could serve as a more precise metabolite resonance
model than the pure exponential decay model described in
Eq. [1]. While true in principle, in practice the metabolite
SNR is generally insufﬁcient to support such a complex
signal model.
CONCLUSIONS
This work illustrates a new approach for obtaining parameter estimates from 1H spectra acquired in vivo. The
method differs from previous approaches in several significant ways. Values for the parameters of interest, including
those describing the water signal’s time-dependent phase
and amplitude, are estimated using Bayesian probability
theory. The high-SNR water resonance is modeled as a
single complex sinusoid whose amplitude and phase are
slowly varying functions of time. The original data are not
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modiﬁed by postacquisition preprocessing because the
model for the data contains all the parameters necessary to
model the resonances to within the noise. The water signal
is not ﬁltered or subtracted from the FID; rather, the water
and the metabolite signals are simultaneously modeled
during the calculations that generate the joint posterior
probability for all of the parameters. While the McMC
simulation algorithms are computationally intensive, they
are well-suited for parallel computing systems. Computational times are highly dependent on the number of resonances in the model and the degree of resonance overlap.
A typical analysis requires 5 to 30 min using a Dell PowerEdge 6850 server equipped with four Dual Core 3-GHz
Xeon processors.

The posterior probability for the nonlinear parameters is
computed by application of Bayes’ theorem

P共⍀兩D RD II兲 ⫽

P共⍀兩I兲P共D RD I兩⍀I兲
,
P共D RD I兩I兲

[A4]

where P(⍀|I) is the joint prior probability for the parameters, P(DRDI|⍀I) is the direct probability for the data given
the nonlinear parameters, and P(DRDI|I) is a normalization
constant. Dropping this normalization constant, one obtains
P共⍀兩D RD II兲⬀P共⍀兩I兲P共D RD I兩⍀I兲.

[A5]
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The direct probability for the data, P(DRDI|⍀I), is a marginal probability because it does not depend on any of the
amplitudes or noise SDs. Reintroducing these parameters,
and using the sum rule, one obtains

冕

APPENDIX
In this appendix, we present the details of the Bayesian
calculations. First, the model, Eq. [10], is split into models
for the real and imaginary data channels (i.e., the 0° and
90° phase-shifted, time-domain data channels) and organized in a way that facilitates the marginalization of the
amplitudes and constants. If dRi and dIi represent the real
and imaginary parts of the complex data value sampled at
time ti, then the model of the complex data is given by
d Ri ⫽ M R共t i兲 ⫹ n Ri

[A1]

d Ii ⫽ M I共t i兲 ⫹ n Ii,

[A2]

and

where nRi and nIi represent the noise in the real and imaginary channels. The functions MR(ti) and MI(ti) are the real
and imaginary parts of Eq. [10].
Bayesian probability theory is used to compute the joint
posterior probability for each nonlinear parameter in the
model, Eq. [10]. The Bayesian calculations use a McMC
simulation to approximate the joint posterior probability
distribution of the nonlinear parameters, independent of
the amplitudes in Eq. [10]. The target distribution of the
McMC simulation is the joint posterior probability for the
nonlinear parameters given all the real and imaginary data,
DR and DI, so DR ⬅ 兵dR1 · · ·dRN 其 and DI ⬅ 兵dI1 · · ·dIN 其. This
probability is represented symbolically by P(⍀|DRDII),
where ⍀ stands for all of the nonlinear parameters:
⍀ ⬅ 兵f M,␣ M,f W,␣ W,n c,n s,,t 0其

P共⍀兩D RD I兲⬀P共⍀兩I兲 dAdP共D RD IA兩⍀I兲

where A is the collection of all the amplitudes appearing
in Eq. [10]. If AM represents the amplitudes of all the
metabolite resonances, then A m ⬅ 兵A m1· · ·A mm其. Similarly, if AC and AS represent all of the amplitudes in
the cosine and sine expansions respectively, then
A C ⬅ 兵A Cl· · ·A CnnC其 and A S ⬅ 兵A S1· · ·A SnS其. The amplitudes associated with the constant model are designated
A ε ⬅ 兵A RFP, A IFP, A RC, A IC其, where ARFP is the real ﬁrstpoint amplitude, AIFP is the imaginary ﬁrst-point amplitude, and ARC and AIC are the real and imaginary constant offsets, respectively. The total number of amplitudes, n⑀, is given by
n ε ⫽ m ⫹ n C ⫹ n S ⫹ 4,

[A7]

where m is the number of metabolite resonances, nC and nS
are the number of the polynomials in the cosine and sine
expansions Eqs. [8] and [9], respectively, and there are four
constant amplitudes.
The right-hand side of Eq. [A6] may be further expanded
by repeated application of the sum rule,
P共⍀兩D RD I兲⬀P共兩I兲P共t 0兩I兲P共f W兩I兲共␣ W兩I兲P共n c兩I兲P共n s兩I兲

写
m

⫻

[A3]

where fM and ␣M are all of the metabolite resonance frequencies and decay rate constants, so fM ⬅ 兵 fM 1· · ·fM m其, etc.
The symbol I serves as a reminder that all probabilities are
conditional on the prior information I.

[A6]

⫻

冕

冋

关P共f Mk兩I兲P共␣ Mk兩I兲兴

k⫽1

dAd P共兩I兲

写
nε

j⫽1

册

P共A j兩I兲P共D R兩⍀AI兲P共D I兩⍀AI兲 ,
[A8]
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where probabilities of the form, P( 䡠 |I) are prior probabilities for the respective parameters,1 Aj represents the jth
amplitude, and A represents all of the amplitudes appearing in the model. The two terms that are not of this form,
P共DR 兩⍀AI兲 and P共DI 兩⍀AI兲, are direct probabilities for the
real and imaginary data and are essentially likelihood
functions. To make this factorization, P共DR DI 兩⍀AI兲
⫽ P共DR 兩⍀AI兲 P共DI 兩⍀AI兲, one must assume logical independence; i.e., the probability we assign for the real data
does not depend on the imaginary data.
Next, numerical values are assigned to represent the
various probabilities in Eq. [A8]. We assign them in order,
starting with the prior probability for the phase:

P共兩I兲 ⫽

再

1
360
0

if 0 ⱕ  ⱕ 360

.

[A9]

otherwise

So the entire low– high range represents a 3 SD interval,
with the prior tending to keep the frequency in the middle
of its known range. Additionally, we specify the condition
that the metabolite frequencies must be ordered so fm1
⬍ fm2 · · · ⬍ fmN .
The prior probability for each decay-rate constant is also
assigned as a Gaussian expression. If ␦ represents one of
these decay-rate constants, then the prior probability assigned is:

P共␦兩I兲⬀

再

1

冎

P共␥兩I兲⬀

再

再

共␥ˆ ⫺ ␥兲
exp ⫺
2␥2
0

冎

if L␥ ⱕ ␥ ⱕ H␥

共L ␥ ⫹ H ␥兲
2

[A14]

[A15]

P共n s兩I兲⬀exp兵 ⫺ ns 其.

[A16]

,

[A11]

otherwise

[A12]

The prior probability for the SD of the noise prior probability is assigned using a Jeffreys’ prior (35):
1
P共兩I兲⬀ .


[A17]

The prior probabilities for the amplitudes are assigned
using a Gaussian expression of the form:

冉 冊

2 2
P共A j兩I兲 ⫽
␤ 2G jj

再

1
⫺
2

exp ⫺

␤2 Gjj A2j
22

冎

[A18]

where  is the SD of the noise prior probability. The
quantity Gjj is the squared length of each complex model
function considered as a vector and it ensures that each
amplitude’s prior scales properly. The hyperparameter ␤ is
set to 0.01 in the program that implements this calculation.
The likelihood for the real part of the FID data is assigned as
N

共H ␥ ⫺ L ␥兲
.
3

,

otherwise

P共n c兩I兲⬀exp兵 ⫺ nc 其

and
␥ ⬅

if 0 ⱕ ␦ ⱕ 10lb

[A10]

where
␥ˆ ⬅

冎

and

t02
,
2t20

where t 0 ⫽ 3⌬T and ⌬T is the sampling rate. This prior
effectively assumes the real, but unknown, value of |t0| ⬍
|10⌬T|. Values outside this range are allowed, but highly
improbable.
All of the prior probabilities for frequencies, including
the water frequency, are assigned using the same functional form. For example, if ␥ is a resonance frequency, its
prior probability is assigned from a low and high parameter value. If L␥ and H␥ represent the low and high bounds
on ␥, the prior probability is assigned as
2

␦2
2共3lb兲2
0

where lb (line broadening) is an average metabolite linewidth.
The prior probabilities for the polynomial expansion
orders are assigned using a Laplacian:

The prior probability for the delay time is assigned as a
Gaussian expression:
P共t 0兩I兲 ⫽ (2 t20) ⫺2exp ⫺

再

再

exp ⫺

再

P共D R兩⍀AI兲⬀共2 2兲 ⫺ 2 exp ⫺
[A13]

冎

冘
N

i⫽1

关dR 共ti 兲 ⫺ MR 共ti 兲兴2
,
22

[A19]

where N is the number of complex data values in the FID.
Similarly, the likelihood for the imaginary data is assigned
as
1In parameter estimation, the priors provide bounds on the various estimated
parameters, supplying reasonable ranges over which the Markov chains can
search. In addition, the priors serve to deﬁne the labels (e.g., “1,” “2”)
associated with each parameter (e.g., frequencies). For high-SNR data, priors
have little additional inﬂuence on the analysis beyond supplying reasonable
bounds for the Markov chains and assuring consistent parameter labeling. In
model selection, the priors serve an additional function, since the probability
for a given model is a function of the product of likelihood and priors. Thus,
each prior assignment acts to lower the posterior probability for a model,
thereby serving as a penalty function against more complicated models.

N

再

P共D I兩⍀AI兲⬀共2 2兲 ⫺ 2 exp ⫺

冘
N

i⫽1

冎

关dI 共ti 兲 ⫺ MI 共ti 兲兴2
.
22

[A20]

Assignment of all the probabilities in Eq. [A10] is now
complete.
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Equations [A9]–[A20] are substituted into the joint posterior probabilities for the nonlinear parameters, Eq. [A8],
and the integrals over the amplitudes and the noise SD are
evaluated analytically. The integrals over the amplitudes
are Gaussian quadrature integrals. The integrals over the
noise SD is a gamma function. Examples of how these
integrals were evaluated are provided in Refs. 36 and 37.
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